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Abstract—
With the advent of the IEEE 802.11 wireless networks that provide high
speed connectivity, demand for supporting multiple real-time traffic applications over wireless LANs has been increasing. A natural question is how
to provide fair resource allocation to real-time traffic in wireless LANs.
Wireless networks are subject to unpredictable location-dependent error
bursts, which is different from wired networks. We propose a fair real-time
scheduling model whose goal is to minimize the maximum loss rate among
all the flows and additionally to maximize the overall throughput. We develop algorithms for this scheduling model that takes the wireless channel
error characteristics into consideration.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless communication technology has gained widespread
acceptance in recent years. The IEEE 802.11 standard [7] has
geared wireless local area networks (LANs) into greater use.
With the advent of the IEEE 802.11a[8] and 802.11b[9] supplements that provide high speed connectivity, the demand for
supporting multiple time-critical high-bandwidth traffic applications, such as video-on demand and interactive multimedia, in
wireless LANs has been increasing. This raises the issue of how
to provide fair resource allocation to real-time traffic in wireless
LANs.
Many real-time packet scheduling and fair packet scheduling
algorithms have been developed for wired networks. However,
it it not obvious how well these algorithms work for wireless
networks, since wireless channels are subject to unpredictable
location-dependent and bursty errors, which is different from
wired networks. In this paper, we consider the problem of fair
scheduling of real-time packets with deadline constraints over
wireless LANs, taking the characteristics of wireless channel
errors into consideration.
There has been previous work on providing QoS guarantee
over wireless links [3], [4], [5], and on adapting packet fair
scheduling algorithms to a wireless domain taking care of location dependent error bursts [10], [11], [13]. To our knowledge, however, there is no previous work that addresses the issues of deadline-based real-time scheduling considering fairness
and wireless channel errors.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes our
scheduling model and algorithms, and Section III presents the
simulation results of the algorithms. Section IV provides some
theoretical results that give an insight into the difficulty of finding good schedules in the presence of unpredictable errors, and
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Section V concludes.
II. FAIR R EAL - TIME S CHEDULING OVER W IRELESS LAN S
A. Scheduling Model
We consider a packet-switched wireless network that consists
of multiple cells. Each cell is assumed to consist of a base station (BS) and multiple mobile hosts (MHs) that have real-time
data packets to transmit. The BS performs the scheduling of the
packet transmissions by polling the MHs. Each tranmission is
either uplink (from a MH to the BS) or downlink (BS to MH)
 . Each flow is associand is modeled as a flow 
ated with a channel which, at any given time  , can be in one of
two states, namely, error state or error-free state. A flow being
in error state means that either the source or the destination for
the associated channel experience an error burst. For simplicity,
we assume that the packets are of fixed size  and are generated
with a specific rate. Each flow,   , is also characterized by three
parameters (      ), which are made known to the BS:
  is the interval between the arrival time of two successive
packets,
 each packet must be scheduled within   time units from its
generation at the source, and
  is the maximum acceptable packet loss rate.
Let   be the total number of packets that flow   is supposed
to transmit and   be the number of packets that actually get
transmitted successfully. Then the throughput for flow  , say  ,
is defined
 to be the ratio of   to   , and the overall through!#"%$' &
. We call ,- ./'0120( the loss rate for
put is (
)*"+$ 
flow  . Let ,43
be the maximum ,- for 7898 . Thus
65
each flow transmits at least :; 4< =0>  0?, 3 65+@BA packets. The
objective of our scheduling algorithm is to maximize the overall throughput subject to minimizing , 3
. In other words, our
65
goal is to determine the smallest ,-3
for which we can ensure
65
(H
that 7
and maximize !IKJ   . We
 C :D < E0F  07, 3
65*@GA
measure the throughput of our scheduling algorithm as the overall throughput and its fairness as ,-3
.
65
B. Scheduling Algorithms
O Each packet LNM of flow  is associated with an arrival time
< LNM , at which it arrives or is ready to be transmitted and
@
a deadline P < LNM , beyond which LNM cannot be scheduled. A
@
packet is considered lost (dropped) if its deadline expires and

was not trasmitted successfully. We consider the following
Q
scheduling
algorithms:
R Earliest Deadline First (EDF)
The packet with the earliest deadline is scheduled first. At time
S
S
, a packet TNVU is scheduled such that WYXZTNV+U [2\
and ]7XZTNV+U [ is the
minimum among the deadlines of the packets to be scheduled.
This policy is known to give the maximum overall throughput
when there is no channel error.
R Greatest Loss First (GLF)
The flow that has the greatest loss rate is scheduled first. At time
S
S
, a packet TNVU is scheduled such that WYXZT^VU [_\
and ` Vba `-c_d6e .
Intuitively, this is expected to result in minimizing `-c_d6e .
R Hybrid
To achieve simultaneously both the above goals, we consider a
S
hybrid algorithm. At time , it considers among all the unschedS
, those that have
uled packets T^VU with arrival time WYXZT^VU [f\
K
S

h
i
deadline ]fXgTNVU [ a
. If such packets exist, it schedules the
flow j V with the greatest loss rate among the packets. Otherwise,
it chooses according to GLF.
C. Wireless Error Handling
The presence of errors raises the issue of how to handle the
situation where a flow is scheduled, but failed its packet transmission due to channel error. It is desirable to re-schedule the
packet sometime later so that it will not miss its deadline. Since
errors are unpredictable, however, it is not clear how long the
re-scheduling of the packet should be delayed. We call this rescheduling delay backoff time.
We define the re-scheduling policy according to the backoff
time, k V , for each flow j V , such that it is long enough to escape a
potential bursty error.
k V a1l VBmn%op-q

is considered as a failed transmission. The duration of each k VU
is uniformly chosen in [2.5, 15] msec. The error duration rate is
the ratio of }~
kxVU to the total simulation time.
U6K
A real-time traffic flow is modeled to have a deadline of 10
msec, a packet interval of 15 or 20 msec, and a packet length of
1460 bytes. Simulations have been performed with 12 flows to
compare EDF, GLF, and Hybrid algorithms with varying error
duration rates.
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III. S IMULATION R ESULTS
A. Simulation Environment
All the simulations were done in rwv , which is a discrete
event simulator developed by the VINT project at the University of California at Berkeley [6]. The CMU Monarch extensions [2] added wireless and mobility supports to rwv , including
a CSMA/CA medium access mechanism defined in the IEEE
802.11. We added the 802.11 point coordination fuction (PCF)
protocol to simulate our algorithm over the PCF protocol.
The capacity of the wireless medium is 11 Mbps following
IEEE 802.11b. Each simulation time is 60 seconds.
We used the following error model. For each flow j V , we crei
ated blackout period kxVU where \yF\{z . Any packet transV
mission for flow j that is overlapped with a blackout period k|VU
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Fig. 1. Overall Throughput (
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(1)

where r V is is the number of failed transmissions, since the last
succesful transmission, for flow j V .
Initially k V ats , that assume that all flows have initially an
error-free channel. Using the polling mechanism, the channel
condition is probed. If it is bad, a different flow is scheduled. If a
packet transmission fails, or is deferred, the backoff mechanism
is used to re-schedule the packet before its deadline. A flow j V
S
S
is polled at time only if k Vbu , which means that its channel is
predicted to be error-free at that time.
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Fig. 2. Maximum Loss Rate ( ®G¯±°-² )

B. Simulation Results
Figure 1 plots the overall throughputs of the various algorithms. The firgure shows that EDF provides a better throughput
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than GLF. It is interesting to see that Hybrid generates a comparable throughput with EDF.
Figure 2 plots the maximum loss rate among all flows, ß-à_á6â .
While it is expected that GLF would provide a smaller maximum loss rate than EDF, it is surprising that Hybrid provides a
smaller ß à_á6â than GLF. Our possible explanation for this phenomenon is the higher throughput of the Hybrid algorithm.
Figure 3 shows the maximum difference among the loss rates
of all flows, ãåä*æKç4è ß-éKêëßì*è í . According to the figure, GLF provides the smallest value of ãåä*æKçè ß é êîß ì è í , EDF provides the
largest value, and Hybrid provides medium values.
IV. T HEORETICAL R ESULTS
We now establish some theoretical results that give an insight
into the dificulty of finding good schedules in presence of errors.
We start with some simple results concerning the worst-case behaviour of online algorithms for our problem. We measure the
performance of any online algorithm using the competitive analysis framework of Sleator and Tarjan [12]. We say that an online
algorithm is ï -competitive if on any input sequence, it is guar¹ð
anteed to produce a solution that is at least ï times as good as
¹
an optimal solution. Thus a -competive algorithm gives essentially an optimal solution itself. The following proposition can
be easily proven.
³
µ
Proposition 1. For any ßòñ
, there does not exist a ç ê>ß6í competitive online algorithm for throughput maximization even
when the system contains only two hosts.
In fact, the lower bound above is tight for throughput maximization.
µ
Proposition 2. There exists a -competitive online algorithm
for throughput maximization.
Given the dificulty of the online case even for the simpler goal
of throughput maximization, a natural question to ask is if the
problem remains intractable when the errors are all known in
advance (i.e., an offline setting). We next show that this case

is essentially equivalent to the maximum flow problem, wellknown to be solvable efficiently in polynomial time (see [1], for
instance).
Theorem 1: There is a polynomial time offline algorithm that
determines an optimal fair schedule with maximum throughput.
Proof. We will reduce our problem to the maximum flow
³
¹
problem. For any ßóñ
, let ôéë
õ ö/÷ ô é ç êùø é êùß6íGú where
¹1ûýüëûÿþ
. Roughly speaking a schedule is said to be an
çDß  í -schedule if (i) it schedules at least ôé õ packets for each

ü
Ñ 
flow , and (ii) it sends at least é   ôé õ
packets over
all. Our goal is to determine a pair ç;ß
í such that (i) for
³
any ß ñ ß there does not exist an çDß í -schedule, and (ii) for


any ñ
, there does not exist an ç;ß  í -schedule. We will
construct an instance of the maximum flow problem for every
candidate pair ç;ß  í and output the solution corresponding to
 
the best such pair found. Let  denote é   ô é , the total numÃ
ber of packets. It is easy to verify that there are only 'ç  Ní
candidate pairs need to be considered. We first use binary search
¹ð µ*ð
¹ 
over the set  

to identify the smallest ß for which
³
an ç;ß í -schedule exists. Then another binary search on the
¹ µ

 determines the largest  for which this schedset 
ule stays feasible. Thus from here on, we assume without loss
of generality that we know the optimal values of ß and  .
We construct a directed graph  ö ç ! í as follows. The
vertex set of  contains two special vertices, namely a source "
þ
and a sink # , vertices "$%&"  for each of the
flows, a vertex ' , vertices (  )(+* corresponding to the packets generated
by the various flows, and vertices ,  ), - corresponding to
the various time slots that are available for scheduling packets.
There is a directed edge from a vertex (^é to a vertex ,ºì if the
packet corresponding to ( é could be scheduled at the . th time
slot (i.e., the corrsponding flow is in good state and the deadline of the packet has not yet expired). There is an edge from
any vertex "ºé to a vertex (ì if (ì corresponds to the packet genü
erated by the th flow. There are edges from each vertex , ì to
¹
the vertex # . All edges described thus far have a capacity of
on each edge. Finally, there are edges from the source vertex "
to each of the "ºé ’s as well as to the vertex ' . The vertex ' is
¹
connected to each ( é ’s by an edge of capacity . The directed
edge /ç "0&" é í has capacity equal to ôé õ and the edge /ç "01' í has
capacity equal to  .
It is now an easy consequence of our construction that there
 
Ñ 
exists an " -# flow of value é   ôé õ
if and only if there
Ö

í -schedule.
exists an çDß
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a fair real-time scheduling model
whose goal is to maximize the overall throughput subject to minimizing the maximum loss rate among all the flows and develop
algorithms for the scheduling model that take wireless channel
error characteristics. We are currently refining and evaluating
these algorithms.
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